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Advanced Mathematics and Mechanics Applications Using MATLAB, Third EditionCRC Press, 2002

	This book uses MATLABR to analyze various applications in mathematics and mechanics. The authors hope to encourage engineers and scientists to consider this modern programming environment as an excellent alternative to languages such as FORTRAN or C++. MATLAB1 embodies an interactive environment with a high level programming language...
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Visual Basic Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Visual Basic Game Programming for Teens, Third Edition teaches teens and other beginners how to create their own 2D role-playing game (RPG) using the free to download and easy to use Visual Basic 2008 Express. The game is built step-by-step throughout the book as readers learn new skills and build upon them. This new edition features almost...
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Programming Many-Core ChipsSpringer, 2011

	Parallel computing has been confined, for much of its over 40 year history, to highly
	specialized, technology-wise advanced domains such as scientific computing or
	telecommunications. There were only a few experts who had the background and
	experience to write efficient, robust and scalable programs for these parallel machines.
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Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and DeploymentPackt Publishing, 2012

	DirectAccess, introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, has been a ground breaking VPN-like connectivity solution, adopted by thousands of organizations worldwide. Allowing organizations to deploy without manually configuring every client and providing always-on connectivity has made this technology world-famous. Now, with Windows Server 2012,...
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Heterogeneous Computing with OpenCL, Second Edition: Revised OpenCL 1.2 EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Heterogeneous Computing with OpenCL teaches OpenCL and parallel programming for complex systems that may include a variety of device architectures: multi-core CPUs, GPUs, and fully-integrated Accelerated Processing Units (APUs) such as AMD Fusion technology. Designed to work on multiple platforms and with wide industry support, OpenCL...
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Electromagnetic and Acoustic Wave Tomography: Direct and Inverse Problems in Practical ApplicationsCRC Press, 2018

	
		This book discusses the development of radio-wave tomography methods as a means of remote non-destructive testing, diagnostics of the internal structure of semi-transparent media, and reconstruction of the shapes of opaque objects based on multi-angle sounding. It describes physical-mathematical models of systems designed to...
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Ethernet Passive Optical Networks (McGraw-Hill Communications Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2005
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO EPON 
 Written by one of the authors of the IEEE802.3ah standard, this is the first book to fully explain the EPON architecture, analyze its performance, and annotate the standard.
 Clearly addressing efficiency, performance, and implementation issues, Ethernet Passive Optical Networks...
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Agent-Based Hybrid Intelligent SystemsSpringer, 2004
Many complex problems, such as financial investment planning, involve many different components or sub-tasks, each of which requires different types of processing. To solve such complex problems, a great diversity of intelligent techniques, including traditional hard computing techniques (e.g., expert systems) and soft computing techniques (e.g.,...
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Intelligent Complex Adaptive SystemsIGI Global, 2008


	I don’t believe in the existence of a complex systems theory as such and, so

	far, I’m still referring to complex systems science (CSS) in order to describe

	my research endeavours. In my view, the latter is constituted, up until now,

	by a bundle of loosely connected methods and theories aiming to observe—

	from...
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Industrial Organic ChemicalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An essential introduction to the organic chemicals industry—in the context of globalization, advances in technology, and environmental concerns


	Providing 95 percent of the 500 billion pounds of organic chemicals produced in the world, the petroleum and natural gas industries are responsible for products that ensure our...
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ReactJS by Example- Building Modern Web Applications with ReactPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Create pragmatic real-world applications while learning React and its modern developer tools
	
		Build sustainable user interfaces by transforming data into components of UI
	
		Learn how to generate reusable ReactJS components effectively



	Book Description

...
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Visual Perception and Robotic Manipulation: 3D Object Recognition, Tracking and Hand-Eye CoordinationSpringer, 2006
As autonomous robots expand into the service domain, new solutions to the challenge of operating in domestic environments must be developed. Widespread adoption of service robots demands high robustness to environmental change and operational wear, and minimal reliance on application specific knowledge. As such, rich sensing modalities such as...
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